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Rejoinder: The Ubiquitous Ewens
Sampling Formula
Harry Crane

The main article and extended discussion point to
Ewens’s sampling formula (ESF) as one of a few es-
sential probability distributions. Arratia, Barbour and
Tavaré explain the emergence of ESF by the Feller cou-
pling and also touch on number theoretic considera-
tions; Feng provides deeper background on diffusion
processes and nonequilibrium versions of ESF; and
McCullagh regales us with a story from the works of
Fisher and Good, putting historical context around the
more specialized topics covered by Favaro and James
and Teh. The breadth of these comments exemplifies
the expansive sphere of influence of Ewens’s sampling
formula on integer partitions, Ewens’s distribution on
set partitions, and the Ewens process. I thank all of the
discussants for their participation in this important sur-
vey.

For the most part, these contributions bolster my
main thesis which, in the words of Arratia, Bar-
bour and Tavaré, emphasizes the universal charac-
ter of the Ewens sampling formula. As McCullagh
notes, the contents and subsequent discussion com-
prise an impressive list stretching from literary stud-
ies to population genetics and probabilistic number
theory. Both comments accord with my opening re-
mark that Ewens’s sampling formula exemplifies the
harmony of mathematical theory, statistical applica-
tion, and scientific discovery. As a whole, however, the
discussion skews disproportionately toward Bayesian
nonparametrics in a way that works against the theme
of ubiquity. I attempt to rebalance the conversation in
these final pages.

1. EWENS’S SAMPLING FORMULA IN MODERN
STATISTICS

Wherever random partitions appear, with few excep-
tions, so does Ewens’s sampling formula. Teh com-
pares its inevitability to that of the Gaussian distribu-
tion for real-valued sequences, and McCullagh makes
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a further analogy between the Ewens process and the
Poisson process for events in time or space. Its tan-
gible connections to population genetics, inductive in-
ference, stochastic process theory, prime factorization,
and statistical applications earn Ewens’s sampling for-
mula and the Poisson–Dirichlet distribution a place
alongside the Bernoulli, Gaussian, and Poisson in the
pantheon of probability distributions.

The applicability of Ewens’s sampling formula is
neither limited to specific methods nor tied to ongoing
trends: Teh centers his commentary around contempo-
rary topics in machine learning and big data, Favaro
and James deal with problems in survival modeling
and species sampling, and McCullagh showcases the
adaptability of ESF with an enlightening application to
a problem considered by Fisher three decades before
Ewens’s discovery. As McCullagh details, Ewens’s
sampling formula and its derivatives, the Ewens distri-
bution and Ewens process, could have—indeed, should
have—been first discovered in a purely parametric con-
text, when data sets were small and computers were in
their infancy.

McCullagh rightly identifies Ewens’s process as one
of a small number of processes that deserves to be a
central part of the statistical curriculum. Indeed, there
are compelling reasons to teach ESF at every level of
statistics, and yet it is often reserved for special topics
or not covered at all. Its most salient features, namely,
exchangeability, sampling consistency, and noninter-
ference, highlight subtleties that do not arise in i.i.d.
sampling models and which can be covered without
any need to delve into population genetics, stochastic
processes, or Bayesian nonparametrics.

2. EWENS’S SAMPLING FORMULA AND
BAYESIAN NONPARAMETRICS

Of the three commentaries covering statistical el-
ements of ESF, two (Favaro and James, Teh) focus
on recent work in Bayesian nonparametrics while the
other (McCullagh) presents an application from sev-
enty years ago. Together these comments fit into a
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